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Academic journals are a robust collection of literature pertaining to the subject specialty, the journal covers. The JOMFP offers an array of literature on original research, reviews and clinical experiences in the form of case reports. Minor, albeit interesting features like Cancer Conundrum, Enigmatic Morphoinsight do add to the bigger platter offered to the reader. Today, every journal is assessed by a variety of indices and factors like the impact factor, immediacy factor, SNIP (source normalized impact per paper), IIP (impact factor per publication) and global impact factor. Most of them are a measure of the number of citations the articles which are published in a journal receive, that is a feature of metric analysis of a journal. Commonly used features like the Impact factor are based on the citations received by a journal in a specific time period. Some are qualitative, like SNIP which also give importance to the subject covered or assessed in the article. These numerical measures make quality journals comparable.

It is interesting at this juncture to ask oneself, what is the Impact of this journal? The answer to this question seems synonymous to impact factor, but is that the complete answer?

Citations result when we are mainly compiling original research especially for a publication. A journal which is read by clinicians, post graduate and doctorate students, post doctorate fellows and professionals alike; carries a different kind of impact on each mind. Depending on the interest of the reader, good and interesting reviews, original research and case reports leave an impact on the mind of a learner. These impacts imprinted on the neurons of the brain of an ardent learner are valuable for the teaching community. Multiple such impacts are attained through both major and minor features of a journal. The mind of a scientific professional or clinician learns, matures and grows much better with such multiple hits of citations on the thinking mind, very similar to the Knudson\'s hypothesis.

On a larger spectrum, hope this journal has an impact on a learning mind as well as achieves a good impact factor, which confers recognized exposure to our association journal.

Open up your mind in providing and receiving future citations....happy reading.
